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Abstract—Brain: The mysterious organ can also be pictured as the quintessential and anti-plagiaristic part of our body. An 
attempt to reverse engineer and recreate the human brain at cellular level using supercomputers is the intention of The Blue 
Brain Project. This project aims at decrypting the brain so as to find solutions to neurological problems and to satisfy the 
curiosity of the scientific community about the human brain and its consciousness.The project began well with the successful 
simulation of rat’s cortical column. By 2023, this project aims to simulate the human brain completely. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The brain is an organ that serves as the centre of the 
nervous system. Physiologically, the function of the 
brain is to exert centralized control over other organs 
of the body. Man is called intelligent because of the 
brain. Hence there is a need to preserve it. The Blue 
Brain project was founded in May 2005 by Henry 
Markram at EPFL (the ÉcolePolytechniqueFédérale 
de Lausanne) in Lausanne, Switzerland. 
 
II. HOW IT STARTED? 
 
Dr. Henry Markram  is the founder of the Brain Mind 
Institute, founder and director of the Blue Brain 
Project, and the coordinator of the Human Brain 
Project. Dr. Markram made his most famous 
discovery while working with Nobel Prize-winning 
neurophysiologist Bert Sakmann at the Max Planck 
Institute in Germany. He set up an experiment to 
record the electrical activity from two connected 
neurons in a slice from a rat’s brain, and discovered 
that the neurons required a precise sequence of 
voltage spikes to change the strength of their 
connections. After experimenting, he was curious to 
know how exactly the brain functions. So he came up 
with the Blue Brain project. Dr Markram would not 
be able to do it alone, so he approached the scientific 
community for support. 
 
III. HOW IT WORKS? 
 
The research involves studying slices of living brain 
tissue using microscopes and patch clamp electrodes. 
Data is collected about all the many different neuron 
types. This data is used to build biologically realistic 
models of neurons and networks of neurons in the 
cerebral cortex. The simulations are carried out on a 
Blue Gene supercomputer built by IBM. Hence the 
name Blue Brain. The simulation software is based 
around Michael Hines's NEURON, together with 
other custom-built components .As of August 2012 
the largest simulations are of mesocircuits containing 
around 100 cortical columns. Such simulations 
involve approximately 1 million neurons and 1 billion  

 
synapses. This is about the same scale as that of a 
honey bee brain. It is hoped that a rat brain 
neocortical simulation (~21 million neurons) will be 
achieved by the end of 2014. A full human brain 
simulation (86 billion neurons) should be possible by 
2023 provided sufficient funding is received. 
 
IV. HOW IS THE VIRTUAL BRAIN BUILT? 
 
There are three main steps to building the virtual 
brain: 

1. Acquisition of Data , 
2. Simulation of  Data, 
3. Visualisation of results. 

 
A. ACQUISITION OF  DATA 

In data acquisition the shape and the electrical 
activity of individual neurons are measured. The 
above measurement is brought about by analysing the 
slices of the brain under a microscope. Different 
types of neurons are studied and catalogued based on 
their sizes, electro physiological activities, location 
etc. This data is later used to build mathematical 
algorithms which describe the behaviour of the 
neurons and virtual neurons are built and later run on 
the computer. The software used to reconstruct the 
neuron is Neurolucida which runs on the windows 
platform. Staining and slicing leads to shrinkage in 
the size and thickness of the neurons, so they are 
regrown algorithmically. The electrophysiological 
growth is measured using the 12 patch clamp 
instrument (refer Fig.1). This instrument is the 
foundation of the Blue Brain Project.The Nomarski 
microscope enhances the contrast of the unstained 
samples of living neural tissue. Carbon nanotube-
coated electrodes are used to improve recording.     

 
Figure 1 – 12 Patch Clamp [6] 
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B. SIMULATION OF DATA 
NEURON 
NEURON (refer Fig. 2) is the primary software used 
by the Blue Brain project to simulate neurons. 
Computer languages used in this are C, C++, and 
FORTRAN. The software is currently under active 
development and as of July 2012 is at version 7.2. To 
port the package to the massively parallel Blue Gene 
supercomputer, Michael Hines and the Blue Brain 
Project team collaborated in 2005. 

 
Figure 2 – NEURON [12] 

 
Blue Brain Project - Software Development Kit  
The BBP-SDK (Blue Brain Project - Software 
Development Kit) is a set of Application Program 
Interfaces that allows researchers to utilize and 
inspect models and simulations. The SDK is a C++ 
library wrapped in Java and Python. 
 

C. VISUALISATION OF DATA 
RTNeuron 
The primary application used for neural simulations 
is RTNeuron (refer Fig. 3). This was completely 
developed by Blue Brain Project. The language used 
is C++ and OpenGL is used. This software is 
specialized for neural simulations and cannot be 
generalized. The output of NEURON is rendered as 
3D in RTNeuron. Activation potentials of neurons 
can be clearly seen in this software. The animations 
can be stopped, zoomed etc. thus letting users to 
interact with it efficiently .Multi-scale visualizations 
are possible. 

 
Figure 3 – RTNeuron Visualisation Of A Neuron [6] 

V. SUPERCOMPUTERS USED 
 
Blue Gene/P 
Blue Gene/L was the primary supercomputer used by 
the Blue Brain Project. IBM supplied it in June 2005 
to EPFL to demonstrate the technology. This machine 
was upgraded to Blue Gene/P (refer Fig. 4) in June 
2010. The machine is installed in the EPFL campus in 
Lausanne and is managed by CADMOS (Centre for 
Advanced Modelling Science). 

 
Figure 4 – Blue Gene/P [11] 

 
JuQUEEN 
On May 2012 IBM installed Blue Gene/Q at the 
Jülich Research Centre, Germany. This is also known 
as JuQUEEN (refer Fig. 5). This is currently the 8th 
fastest supercomputer which performs at 1.6 
petaflops .JuQueen is also used by the Jülich Brain 
Model research initiative. 

 
Figure 5–JuQUEEN [10] 

 
DEEP - Dynamical Exascale Entry Platform 
DEEP is an exascale supercomputer started in 
December 2011 to be built at the Jülich Research 
Center in Germany. A 100 petaflops prototype 
supercomputer is likely to be set up. To test the 
system’s performance, the Blue Brain Project 
simulations will be ported to the DEEP prototype. If 
successful, a future exascale version of this machine 
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could provide the 1 exaflops of performance required 
for a complete human brain simulation by the 2020s. 
 
VI. FUNDING 
 
The project was majorly funded by EPFL, which in 
turn is funded by the Swiss government. This project 
has additionally been funded by other organizations 
like EU research grants, foundations, other entities, 
and individuals. In the March of 2012 the ETH Board 
requested an amount of CHF 85 million (€70 m) from 
the Swiss government to fund the Blue Brain Project 
during 2013 to 2016. IBM actually isn’t funding the 
project, but they gave their supercomputer named 
Blue Gene to the ÉcolePolytechniqueFédérale de 
Lausanne at a minimal cost. IBM was actually 
interested in evaluating and examining the super 
computer on different fields. 
 
COLLABORATORS 
 
Universities from Consejo Superior de 
InvestigacionesCientíficas (CSIC): Universidad 
Politécnica de Madrid (UPM) and InstitutoCajal (IC) 
are involved in the Blue Brain Project with Cajal 
Blue Brain initiative.Cajal Blue Brain is coordinated 
by the Supercomputing and Visualization Center of 
Madrid (CeSViMa). A large number of scientist, 
engineers and practitioners, are taking part in this 
initiative, including different research groups and 
laboratories from Spanish institutions. 

 IdanSegev and team at Hebrew University 
in Jerusalem, Israel 

 Phil Goodman of the University of Reno, 
Nevada 

 Michael Hines of Yale University, author of 
NEURON simulator, MP enhancements 

 Alex Thomson, School of Pharmacy, 
University of London 

 Yun Wang, St. Elizabeth's Medical Center, 
Boston (MA) 

 
VII. PROJECT TIMELINE [6] 
 

2002  
Brain Mind Institute founded by Dr Henry 
Markram 
 
2005 
June – EPFL and IBM agree to launch the Blue    
Brain Project, IBM installs Blue Gene. Basic 
simulation of the single neuron achieved. 
 
2006 
Basic Parallelization of simulation code achieved. 
December  
Auto generated cortical columns simulated,        
proven to be biologically valid. 
 
2007 

 November - Modelling and simulation of first rat 
cortical column 
 
2008 
 Cortical column construction and simulations  
 Neocortical column(10,000 cells) 
Research on determining position and size of the          
functional cortical columns 
 
 
 
2009  
June -> Blue gene/L replaced by BlueGene/P, 
doubling of processors, Simulations of cortical 
construction continue 
 
2010 
December- apply for FP7 grant 
 
 
2011 
Designing the FP7 project 
Simulation of multiple columns, cellular 
mesocircuit of 100 columns 
Septermber-move into lager dedicated office space 
in 3rd floor of the building 
 
2012 
April – completion of the FET Flagships one-year 
pilot phase 
 
2013 
February – decision expected on Human Brain 
Project funding of €1 billion over 10 years from the 
EU  
Simulations using NEURON software ported to the 
Blue Gene/Q system in Jülich 
 
2014 
Cellular-level simulation of the entire rat brain 
neocortex~100 mesocircuits NEURON simulation 
software ported to the DEEP Cluster-Booster 
prototype system in Jülich 
 
2020 
Exascale simulations start on the DEEP Cluster-
Booster production system in Jülich 
 
2023 
Cellular-level simulation of the entire human brain, 
equivalent to 1,000x the size of the rat brain 

 
VIII. ADVANTAGES 
 

1. It would help to find treatments for many 
brain ailments. 

2. By direct nerve simulation it would allow the 
deaf to hear. 

3. Limit the need for laboratory animal testing. 
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4. Intelligence of a person could be stored and 
utilized even after the person’s death. 

5. Decisions could be made even in the person’s 
absence. 

6. Effortless remembering would be possible. 
7. Scientific curiosity could be satisfied. 
8. All neuroscientific research results could be 

integrated. 
9. Direct observations could be made using 

virtual brain. 
10. Effect of new pharmaceutical compounds 

could be studied. 
 
DISADVANTAGES 
 

1. Our knowledge could be used against us. 
2. Machines may control man. 
3. This procedure is a costly affair. 
4. There may be power constraints due to huge 

consumption of power. 
5. Fear of new technologies among people may 

result in large resistance. 
6. Severe treats might be from computers 

viruses. 
7. We might be over dependent on computers. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
Reconstructing the brain piece by piece and building 
a virtual brain in a supercomputer sounds exciting. At 
some point of time, we will be able to transfer 
ourselves into a virtual environment. We should take 
special care that our information remains secure in 
future. We need to develop anti-theft measures so that 

our information doesn’t get used against us. Virus 
attacks may be kept at bay by improving existing 
anti-virus technologies.Finally we will be able to 
answer age old questions about howwe think, learn 
and feel and its mysterious working. 
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